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ABSTRACT

To enable broad access to education and generous use of educational resources, Graz University of Technology (TU Graz) also relies on Open Educational Resources (OER). This article describes the technological developments and processes that enable teachers at TU Graz to use their own learning management system (LMS) for the publication of OER. The article describes how interfaces and processes have marked educational resources of TU Graz with metadata to offer them to a broad public via the university’s own OER repository and via the Austrian OER portal.
of the University of Vienna. Only appropriately qualified lecturers at TU Graz are authorized to use the new OER plug-in. The article concludes with recommendations for projects in OER infrastructure implementations.
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**INTRODUCTION**

**Open Educational Resources (OER) at German-speaking European universities**

To provide broad access to education and allow for a more widespread use and re-use of educational resources, many global organizations and agencies rely on open educational resources. UNESCO (2002) defined open educational resources (OER) as “teaching, learning and research resources in any medium, digital or otherwise, that are in the public domain or published under an open licence allowing free access, use, editing and redistribution by others without or with minor restrictions. The principle of open licensing is within the existing framework of copyright law, as established by relevant international agreements and respects the authorship of a work.” The European Commission (2013) also promotes OERs, with the aim of “opening up education” and improving the teaching of digital skills in schools and universities. There are also many theoretical debates on OER, for example, on the relationship between sharing and openness (Missomelius et al., 2014).

For educational resources to become modifiable and reusable for third parties in a legally compliant manner, they have to be published under a free/open license. Even though there are other licensing models, the so-called Creative Commons (CC) licensing model is best known in German-speaking Europe (http://de.creativecommons.org/). Examples for “open licenses” are “CC BY” or “CC BY-SA.” Resources for which no copyright exists anymore and resources that have been published in the public domain with a CC0 license are “open” as well. There are, however, CC licenses that do not meet the definition of “open” licenses: for example, when commercial use is prevented (CC BY-NC, CC BY-NC-SA; see also Klimpel, 2012). Using open licenses is more important in German-speaking Europe than, for example, in the USA, as there are no fair-use rules, and the re-use of schoolbooks and textbooks, for example, is only allowed to a very limited extent (Ebner, Schön, & Kumar, 2016).

Regarding OER in the context of universities in German-speaking Europe, there are specific issues compared to other countries (see Ebner, Schön, & Kumar, 2016, Mruck et al., 2013). First, attending public universities does not involve expensive fees, which means that OER are not suitable as a potential marketing tool to attract future students. Furthermore, academic freedom is considered a significant aspect of the university sector so that faculty cannot, e.g., be forced to publish teaching materials as OER. However, OER are perceived as a potential means to boost the public image and the impact of a university and to help spread its materials.

It may be obvious from the above that it is difficult to introduce and implement OER strategies at European universities and to implement processes that actively support the creation and publication of OER. In Austria, the most important initiative on OER in higher education was the project “Open Education
Austria,” which was co-financed by the Federal Ministry of Education, Science, and Research. The project, the first phase of which lasted from June 2016 to December 2018, was renewed in March 2020 as “Open Education Austria Advanced” with additional partners. Its aims include expanding the OER infrastructure for Austrian universities until 2024 and the further development of a system for the OER certification of teachers and universities (Ebner 2018; Ebner, Freisleben-Teutscher, Gröblinger, et al., 2016; Ebner, Kopp, Freisleben-Teutscher, et al., 2016). One sub-project concerns the expansion of the service and technology infrastructure for publishing OER within the partner universities and for sharing experiences and solutions with others (see Figure 1). A prototype for an application enabling the automatic transfer of OER from a learning management system (LMS) into a library system has been developed.

**Figure 1**

*Schematic Representation of the Technical Infrastructure for Making OER Available within the Open Educational Austria Advanced Project*

Source: Open Education Austria Advanced (2020-05-19).

This paper describes the development of an OER plug-in that can be selected by appropriately qualified lecturers of the Graz University of Technology (TU Graz). It will allow them to label learning resources in the LMS (Moodle) with the corresponding OER metadata, to transfer them into the university’s repository and to make them available via other (planned) services, in particular those for doing research on the Austrian OER portal, which is being developed and is hosted by the University of Vienna. Teachers and students worldwide will then be able to search for OERs via the OER portal to access materials of the library of TU Graz.

Before we present the more detailed methods and results of our development, we would like to discuss the background and current state of the debate on educational resources and metadata.

**REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE**

**Metadata Standards for OER**

To make OERs available to others, they must also be findable and researchable. The use and embedding of open licensing in the source code is only a first step. To enable teachers to conduct granular research, for example, on specific target groups or teaching topics, more precise descriptions – so-called metadata – are necessary. As freely available educational resources emerged on the Internet, research projects that specifically addressed this challenge were undertaken. For example, the 2005–2008 EC-funded project
CALIBRATE attempted to develop a common search and exchange facility via various national education servers of participating ministries of education.

The basis for such an exchange of resources is uniform descriptions of the materials, i.e., standards for the metadata of the resources. There are different approaches and proposals for classifications of metadata of (free) educational materials or learning objects (see e.g., Pohl, 2014). OERs are very diverse, which is a challenge (Ebner et al., 2015): OERs are of varying granularity, from individual images to complete courses; they can be static or dynamic; and they can be individual, rigid documents or dynamic developments, such as wiki systems. In addition, there are a variety of technical formats (from courses to apps to video), different curricula, different target groups, and also different producers within the entire educational sector.

Barker and Campbell (2010) provided an overview of standards for metadata of educational resources. Ziedorn et al. (2013) compiled a corresponding overview of usable metadata standards for OER. As a long-term goal, one should “achieve a standardisation of the metadata schema (whether an existing one or a newly developed one by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO))” (Derr & Neumann, 2013, p. 10). In particular Edusharing e. V. and the German OER Metadata Group are working in this field, the latter with the aim of “achieving harmonisation of OER metadata in the German-speaking world and to develop a recommendation on this” (OER Metadata Group, 2015). With digital OERs, many projects use and extend the standards of learning objects, e.g., the standard “Learning Objects Metadata” (LOM) (Rensing, 2013). LOM is an open standard developed and published by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) organization (Wikipedia, 2019). LOM is divided into different categories that cover partial aspects of metadata. Other publications on metadata and OER favor the approach of the Learning Registry Metadata Initiative (LRMI): “The LRMI standard enables the mapping of the dynamic process of user interaction (rating, indexing, versioning, etc.) as an integral part of OER” (Steiner, 2017, p. 53). In 2020, “LOM for Higher Education OER Repositories,” i.e., a “Description of the XML Schema Definition of the Metadata Profile for Open Educational Resources in Higher Education” was published by the OER Metadata Group, a working group of German-speaking universities (KIM-AG, 2020; Menzel & Pohl, 2020).

**METHODOLOGY**

This article documents the development and implementation of the technical infrastructure and process that enable lecturers at TU Graz to (1) provide self-created learning and teaching resources with an open license and (2) transfer these OERs from the LMS to the repository at TU Graz. The aim is to make these resources searchable and findable on the (planned) Austria-wide referatory for OERs, an OER subject portal of the University of Vienna. Besides technical solutions, lecturer qualifications and authorizations are necessary steps in the process.

Two key developments were necessary for this. First, the existing technical systems had to be identified and then converted so that OERs could be created, which then could be searched by others. This required technical analyses and developments. Second, a process had to be created and implemented that qualifies teachers to develop and publish OERs.

In this paper, we describe the technical analyses and developments of the awarding of the learning and teaching resources of TU Graz as OER, i.e., the selection of the corresponding metadata standard and the awards used, as well as the technical implementations in the form of a plug-in for the university’s own LMS
and developments of application programming interfaces (API). Methodically, procedures of technical analysis and prototype development are used in software development. We also describe the development and implementation of the qualification and certification process. In this way, we document the procedures and experiences in a socio-scientific-descriptive way. We also used internal working papers, documentation, and a project presentation as a basis for this contribution (Ebner et al., 2017; Haas, 2018; Ladurner, 2019). A short version of this contribution was already presented and will be published in conference proceedings in German (Ladurner et al., 2020).

FINDINGS

In the following, we describe the individual development steps and their results in the development of the technical and social implementation of the plug-in and the APIs into the technical infrastructure and processes of the OER publication at TU Graz.

Analysis of the initial situation at TU Graz

The following technologies and processes were established at TU Graz at the end of 2017, at the beginning of the implementation concerning educational resources.

“TeachCenter” is the name of the LMS at TU Graz. At the end of 2017, it was based on the open source software Moodle, version 3.1. At TU Graz, Moodle was extended by a web service for user synchronization and synchronization, course registrations, and de-registrations. In addition, a user interface was developed that corresponds to the corporate identity of TU Graz. Courses are created and maintained at the request of the lecturers. The TU Graz TeachCenter contained about 1,200 courses in 2017; currently (May 2020), there are more than 2,000 courses (Ebner et al., 2020). Courses in the LMS are linked to one or more courses at TUGRAZonline, the campus management system and corresponding user administration. TUGRAZonline is the central administration system for TU Graz staff and students. Students can register for their courses, and lecturers can carry out administrative tasks (e.g., input exam results) to manage courses.

There are two ways to upload a file into a course. The first possibility is to upload the file by using “drag & drop” on the “main page” of the course. Files uploaded that way will be stored with the system-wide standard license “All rights reserved” and the instructor will be entered as author. The second possibility is to select and upload files via “Add file.” Here teachers have the option of specifying the author and the license used. The licenses and authorship of materials can be adjusted later (by clicking on “Edit” and “Settings”).

The repository of TU Graz is a proprietary development, written in PHP. In order for the resources in the repository to be ordered and searched, additional information about the materials is required, so-called “metadata,” which describe the materials. The repository of TU Graz has implemented the Machine Exchange Format for Libraries (MAB) (German National Library, 2019) for this purpose. It is used in the library program Aleph as a database format for storing bibliographic data. The development of the format has been discontinued and is being replaced by MARC21 (Deutsche Nationalbibliothek, 2019). MAB is a data format that divides the information into fields. A field comprises a three-digit number, an indicator, and 1-n subfields (which in turn comprise a subfield identifier and subfield values). Some fields can be repeated and some cannot. This means that TU Graz’s repository is not designed for teaching and learning resources.
A special feature that should be noted is the TUbe video portal of TU Graz, where course recordings and videos of lecturers can be filed, stored, and embedded in the LMS.

Schematically, as shown in Figure 2, the initial situation 2017 lacks interfaces that, on the one hand, transfer the materials from the LMS of TU Graz to the repository of the University Library of TU Graz. On the other hand, it enables the transfer of metadata to the Austrian OER portal.

Figure 2

Schematic Representation of the Initial Technical Infrastructure for Making OER Available at TU Graz

OER Infrastructure of TU Graz - Initial Status end of 2017

Note: Status End 2017.

For the sake of completeness, it should be pointed out that there is another platform for openly licensed materials at TU Graz, the MOOC platform imoox.at, where lecturers create OERs. As with the LMS TeachCenter and the TUbe video portal, there is currently no way of making the materials available to others for research purposes via the university’s own repository or the Austrian OER portal developed by the TU Graz.

Sketch of the technical solution and development procedure

In order to transfer the data from the TeachCenter to the TU Graz repository or the Austrian OER portal, it is necessary to give lecturers the opportunity to supplement the corresponding metadata and develop interfaces (API). Figure 3 shows the necessary LMS plug-in and location of the API.

Figure 3

Missing Technologies - Rough Concept of the Technical Solution

The procedure for the development was as follows. First, we determined how the OER should be described in the repository, i.e., which metadata should be used. To do this, we needed to choose a standard and
discover which data already existed, which data was necessary, and which data had to be added by the teachers.

**Choice of metadata standard and analysis and of available metadata**

Since MAB is not designed for OERs, a standard had to be sought that could describe learning and teaching resources. The metadata standard LOM was already in use in several projects at the time of the analysis, and the LOM metadata can also be translated (Educa.ch, 2017). LOM was therefore selected, and the repository data model was adapted to LOM. This means that additional fields – corresponding to LOM semantics – were implemented.

Since we assumed that teachers are not very keen on entering additional metadata on their learning objects and units into a system, the question now arose which LOM metadata is already in the Campus Management System. To enable a coherent procedure, this equivalence check of metadata and LOM analysis and selection of relevant metadata was carried out in cooperation with the University of Vienna, which is interested in a joint procedure and selection for the Austrian OER portal and its own repository. Therefore, the metadata from the systems of TU Graz and the metadata of the Austrian OER portal of the University of Vienna were compared with LOM.

An equivalence list (see Table 1) was elaborated. It shows which of the LOM data are available in the information systems of the two universities.
Table 1

**Equivalence List of the Fields of the Campus Management System of TU Graz, the Austrian OER Portal of the University of Vienna and the LOM Standard.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Documentation</th>
<th>Repository: OER, API</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Source: Ladurner (2018, Table 1). |

The comparison of LOM of the metadata of the information systems of TU Graz and the University of Vienna shows that there are large overlaps. However, there are also fields in the systems of TU Graz that are not available at the University of Vienna (e.g., `resourceType`). Since the universities are striving for a compatible solution, this field is not considered further. Some LOM fields that are also present in the equivalence list in the information systems of both universities were not selected (for example, cost, reference program) because they do not appear to be relevant.

Schematically, therefore, there are different metadata identified as necessary based on a selection of metadata based on the LOM schema. They can be taken from different existing sources, namely the information systems of TU Graz and the file itself. However, a part must still be supplemented by the authors themselves or must be editable by them. Figure 4 gives an overview of the different sources.
Data model of the metadata

The metadata in the repository is managed in nodes, which are arranged in a tree structure. The nodes are stored in XML files. A node consists of several fields. A field is divided into field number, field indicator, and subfields. Subfields are divided into subfield identifier and subfield value. Subfields can occur several times in a field. Field number and field indicator are unique in the field. However, fields with the same number and field indicator can be used more than once. The tree structure depends on which object is catalogued. The type journal or book is presented here as an example: journals are divided into journal → volume → issue → article. Books are divided into book → chapter → subChapter etc. The OER metadata is also structured in a tree structure. There is information concerning a course (top level), information concerning a year or semester (unit, middle level), and information concerning the file directly (lowest level, see Figure 5).
**Automatic provision of metadata for OER**

The analysis and selection showed for TU Graz that the following metadata can be provided by the LMS, the file itself, or the campus management system: *author* (if not explicitly entered, the person who uploaded the file is used here), *license* (if not explicitly set, the default license is entered here “all rights reserved,” but all CC licenses are also available), *name* of the file, *file size* and *file type* (Mime Type), upload date and change date, *course* (*language, course type, teachers*), *faculty/institute* (*studies, semester*), *name of the person* who uploaded the file, and *keywords* (*tags, if used*). For some fields and metadata, however, an input mask had to be created in the LMS to allow users to specify or adjust the metadata.

**Interface development of the plug-in in the learning management system (LMS)**

A plug-in for the LMS has therefore been developed for teachers, in which they can specify which files may be placed under a CC license and exported to the repository. Since the LMS does not require metadata for individual files, some of them have to be added by the course instructor. All instructors will see the menu item “OER plug-in.” Only authorized persons can upload files. Persons without authorization will receive information on what OERs are and how to get permission to publish OERs (see Figure 6).
Figure 7 shows part of the plug-in, and provides an example to illustrate that the metadata in the plug-in comes from different sources. The semester and context are from the LMS (TeachCenter) and the complete course description comes from the campus management system (TUGRAZonline). The information about the file size is taken from the file itself. This means that teachers need and can only edit relatively few
Development of Application Programming Interface (API)

The API is divided into an import and an export direction. The LMS is offered a Representational State Transfer (REST)-API, which allows users to import the entire course as a ZIP file into the repository of TU Graz. The API is kept very simple for this purpose. A token is responsible for authentication and the file pairs are packed in a ZIP file. A file pair comprises a file for metadata and a downloadable file. Like the repository of TU Graz, the API was programmed in PHP.

We defined the following for the API import:

- The Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is https://openlib.tugraz.at/upload.php.
- The token identifies the importing institution and thus gives it the right to upload files.
- A ZIP file is defined as a *package* that contains file pairs (JavaScript Object Notation [JSON] file for the metadata and a file without a file extension, which represents the described file). A course can be divided into several packages.

- We base the error messages on Simple Web-service Offering Repository Deposit (SWORD) (*AllGood, AuthenticationFailed, BadRequest ContentMalformed, DigestMismatch, ServerError, ValidationFailed*, etc.).

The metadata are displayed as shown in Table 1 for the *course*, the *unit*, and the individual *file*.

The interface for the export of metadata, especially for the Austrian OER portal, has also been deliberately kept simple. The metadata is packed into a JSON file and exported via REST. The metadata has the same structure as the files that are imported. However, the attribute on the left is added. This contains *id, course,* and *file*. In addition, it adds the attribute location with TU Graz to *course*. The files themselves remain in the repository and are accessible via a persistent identifier. The upload is then carried out again via REST to the test instance (https://portal.openeducation.at/upload/json/v1/openlib.tugraz.at).

Unfortunately, it was overlooked that the API should also be implemented via a standard. The error codes were thus still adapted to SWORD (Sword, 2019). However, the changeover to SWORD has been put on hold for the time being.

**Process modeling: OER certification of instructors**

Besides the technical solutions, it is also necessary to create processes for the teaching staff so they can produce OERs and avoid legal pitfalls. As shown in Figure 8, they offered OER training at TU Graz for this purpose. Lecturers who successfully complete this further training in the scope of one ECTS (equivalent to 25 hours) and create OERs are given the opportunity to activate the plug-in. The training includes classroom training and successful participation in the MOOC on OER, which is available on the platform iMooX.at. For successful participation in the MOOC, it is necessary to take several tests per unit. Certification for OERs is not understood in the sense of quality control relating to the resources but in terms of quality control relating to their creators. Teachers are trained to ensure that they know the legal requirements for dealing with and creating OERs.

We base the OER further education and OER certification on the proposals on OER of the *Forum Neue Medien in der Lehre Austria* (Ebner, Kopp, Freisleben-Teutscher, et al., 2016) and their white paper on OER certification in Austria (Ebner, 2018; Ebner, Freisleben-Teutscher, Gröblinger, et al., 2016).
Implementation and usage

So far, we have implemented the processes and tools at the TU Graz and they are all already in use. After an OER training and OER certification, seven lecturers at TU Graz have activated the plug-in. Some of them had already used it during the previous semester, so that the corresponding files and metadata can be found in the repository of TU Graz and are also already searchable in the Austrian OER portal. In the first semester, data from four courses were transferred from the LMS to the OER repository of TU Graz. Figure 9 shows a screenshot of course documents that are now available with an open license.

Figure 9

Screenshot of an Entry for Openly Licensed Course Materials in the OER Repository (“TU GRAZ OPEN Library”)

Source: https://openlib.tugraz.at/design-patterns.

The transfer of the metadata of the OER materials from the TU GRAZ OPEN Library is also implemented and executable (see Figure 10).
NEXT STEPS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We have described and presented the steps in our development here in detail to give others the opportunity to develop similar interfaces and to implement similar processes at their institutions. Implementing the plug-in and interfaces has already gone through further adjustments. The OER plugin has been adapted for the version of Moodle in use (3.5). An adaptation to Moodle 3.9 is planned for 2021.

The developed technologies and processes are in productive use; we have implemented the corresponding processes and technologies at TU Graz. The plug-in is in use and, as shown, the export of the materials has already been carried out successfully. A far-reaching internal rollout of the OER certification and use of the OER plug-in at TU Graz has not yet started, however. The same applies to the Austrian OER portal of the University of Vienna, whose extensions and the public launch are still pending while it is already in productive mode.

As shown, videos are uploaded and made available on a separate platform (TUbe) at TU Graz. A plug-in for the collection of metadata and interface to the TU GRAZ OPEN Library is one of the next steps. These further developments, including the implementation of an Austria-wide OER certification, will be continued until 2024 as part of the “Open Education Austria Advanced” project.

Finally, we would like to make the following recommendations to similar OER infrastructure projects:
• Look closely: it surprised us to find that there is an impressive amount of metadata that is more or less implicitly available for educational resources, e.g., for which degree program or in which semester they are used.

• Avoid additional effort: you should keep the additional workload for the creators of OERs as low as possible in the system. You should therefore concentrate on the most necessary data.

• Think big and develop together: if possible, use and exploit metadata that can be made available by many others.

• Use standards: under no circumstances should we reinvent the world of metadata. Using standards facilitates compatibility. This applies not only to metadata but also to the development of APIs.
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